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The High Cost of Living
and
U.S.- Control of Canada
Canada is a country blessed with rich resourc~s to
meet the needs of its people. Canada's resources can
create skilled jobs with high pay in a fully manufacturing
economy. Yet we have one of the highest rates of
unemployment
of any western ,country. Canada has a
rate of price inflation greater than increases in wages.
The real income of working people is falling.
'
This country haS an abundant supply of food, yet food
costs rose almost 20 percent
in the last year. The
escalating cost of housing has put ownership of a home
out of the reach of 90 percent of younger people and
threatens to push rents to even dizzier heights.
At the same time, the profits, of corporations
have
soared., They increased by 40 percent in 1973, and in
1974 they are even higher, breaking all previous,records.
In the midst of this massive redistribution
of income
from wages to profits, the Liberal-NDP
alliance which
has governed Canada for the p<!st year and a half did
nothing to check inflation and reduce the gouging profits,
of the corporations.
Indeed, the Budget which brought
the Trudeau Government
down would have increased
the rate of inflation,
, Rather than control prices, the Government
allowed
ttie American-dominated
oil and gas companies
in
Canada to pull off the biggest price hijack in history.
The Government
continued
to pursue poltcies that
lock Canada into dependency
on the United St~tes.
The new foreign ownership legislation fails to deal with
the existing foreign-owned
companies whi<;h control twothirds of Canada's resource industries and three-fifths
of
,the manufacturing
sector. It purport$ to deal .with further take-overs, yet Liberal Cabinet ministers have given
assurances to the U.S. that it wil,' not Qe used to block
take-overs. The legislation will only attempt to marginally
reduces the costs to Canadians of foreign control. The,
possibility
of rolling
back the high 'level of foreign
ownership, without which no independence
is possible
for Canadc;l, was absolutely rejected.
'

PERCENT AGE OF FOREIGN OWNERSHIP
IN KEY SECTORS OF CANADIAN ECONOMY

Rather, by granting huge extra profits for the oil com.
p,anies, the Liberal-NDP
alliance in government
has
. made possible gigantic investments
in exploration
ano
development
in the Canadian Arctic and the Athabaska
tar sands. The avowed purpose of this, huge profit
concession isto help the U.S. achieve "self-sufficiency"
on a continental
basis.
. Such developments,
in turn, cann,ot do other than
Increase the rate of inflation as higher energy costs
spread throughout
the economy. They can only reduce
the prospects for full employment as Canada is steered
over more sharply from manufacturing
toward resource
extraction.
9iant
resource
schemes,
such as the
, Ma~Ken~ie Valley Gas Pipeline and the James Bay
project In Quebec, produce few permanent
jobs for
Canadians. Their main effect is to erode Canada's energy
base ,and hence any prospoects for Cf\viable manufac.
turing economy."
.
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The Three Old Lirie Parties
and CO,ntinentalism .
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None of this should particularly
surprise Canadians, '
The Liberals are, of course, dominant within the Liberal·
NDP alliance, and that party is the established
party of
continentalism.
The Conservative
party could hardly be said to off,er an
alternative.
Historically,
it is the party of Bay Street, of
the big financial interests.
'
Its anti-infiation
policy is the frankly
pro-business
approach of wage-price
controls, at a time when real
W
wages are falling: Far from dealing with the power of the
allo
American oil companies, the Conservative
party is vir.
petl
tually
a mouthpiece
for them.
The Conservative
nati
Lougheed - Government
in Alberta
is notorious
for
mal
granting favours to them. A Stanfield Government
with I ene
_ 17 MP's from l\~berta, would be h~rd put
dp wors~, but
will
it would undoubtedly
try.
reSl
The NOP, by penliitting
the Trudeau Government
to
the
do what it has done-and
not done--:-must ,take its share
the
, of the b'lame. The New Democrat MP's have remained for
T
18 months in an alliance \ w'jfh the Liberals that 'has
a bl
brought unprecedented
inflation. TheY,have taken credit
ver:
for the new foreign ownership legislation that; in effect,
hav
sets up a government
agency to oversee the.' further
SOrT
take-over of Canada.
ban
They even take credit for the Trudeau Government's
COrT
Oil policy that has ,been a prime cause of inflation. This
indl
policy faciJitates·frontier
developments
for U.S. markets,
A
locks Canada more tightly in the long run into America's
the
continental
energy strategy.
ere,
At the provincial
level, the NDP Government
in
pia!
Saskatchewan, after some brave words to the cor!trary,
dor
has now retreated
to an- oil policy which
is not
ind
significantly
different
from
that
of the Lougheed
as
Government
in Alberta.
'
ChE
. It is clear that all three major partie's have backed
pre
continentalism
with all the adverse effects that
1
already know thathas for Canada. This can only result in" str
more, not less, U.S. domination of our economy arid our
WO
culture. This can only mean continuing
inilitaryand
WO
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For the average Canadian, continuing continentalism
can only mean a continuing inflationary spiral, erosion of
, jobs, and a reduced standard of living.
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Branch Plants
\' and
De-industrialization
..

nes
Why do Can'a.diangovernments, federal and provincial,
rea
allow
>American corporations to export half of Cal}ada's
Hh
i vir, petroleum and capture most of the profits from ·the
ativ nation's oil industryL.Why do they allow a co'ntinental
fa marketing arrangement to set the ,pace for Canadian.
energy development, when it is clear that such a policy
wit
" bu 'will increase price for Canadians? Why do they 'tax
resources com panies that are mostly foreign-owned at
,t t the lowest level of any corporations in Canada, when
hare these companies provide so few jobs for Canadians?
The reason is that such policies are part and par~el of'
d fa
'ha a branch plant industrial strategy that results from the
red'! very nature of Canadian business. Canadian capitalists
ffect have always specialized as commercia,l businessmen in
the someone else's empire. Canadian merchants ancl
bankers have profited from the venture of foreign
companies
in Canadian resource and manufacturing
~ntl
industries.
Thi
As a result, Canada's commodity production, in both
ket~
ica' the resource and manufacturing sectors, has been increasingly organized within the framework of a branch
t i plant system. Branch plant corporations 'occupy
rary, dominant positions' in the nation's mineral and forest
no! industries. They control key areas of manufacturing such
electrical
products,
machinery,
lee as aufomobiles,
chemicals, rubber and plastics-as well as petroleum
products.
That ~ranch plant system means' an industrial
structure for Canada that has many disadv.antages for
WorKing people, It is no accident that Canadians are the
World's leading importers' of manufactured goods.,1n

\

Canada, imports account for one out of every five dollars
spent, in the U.S. for one out of twenty. Twenty-five
percent less of our work force is in manufacturing than in
the U.S. The percent of the labour for'ce engaged in
manufacturing in Canada is among the lowest of any
~ industrialized country. It is comparable not to the U.S.,
Western Europe or Japan but to Greece and Ireland.
Much of Canada's manufacturing industry is simply
warehouse and assembly operations. Dependent on
imported technology and imported parts and components, most branch plants in Canada are incapable of
producing an end-product form start to finish.
The Canadian auto industry is a classic example of the
weak and dependent nature of the manufacturing sector.
This ls no small matter, for the auto industry is the
central industry in Ontario, which is in turn the nation's
most industrialized province. At stake are not' only' the
85,000 jobs in the auto industry proper; Jobs in industries such a's steel, glass, plastics, textiles, electrical
products and rubber depend on the auto industry.
The Canadian auto industry is completely inter-grated
, with and controlled by the U.S. auto industry. The consequences, in terms of fewer jobs in Canada, was' so
serious that in,the mid-sixties the Canadian government
entered into the auto pact agreement. This was to ensure Canada a fair share of the auto market in North'
America. But in recent years, the U.S. has threatened to
remove, safeguards in the agreement that protect
Canadian jobs. Furthermore, Nixon's tax incentives have
encouraged the American auto companies to invest in
the U.S. instead of in Canada. In 1970,13 percent of new
North America auto investment was located in Canada;
by 1973 this had fallen to a dismal5 percent.
Foreign ownership has given Canada a weak industrial
base. Now the present American policy of stepping up
Canadian resource exploitation will erode that already
weak base. Always a resource hinterland, this will make
" Canada even more so-to the point where Canada could
literally become a resource hinterland without any
resources.
I

In effect, the American presence in Canada constantly
recreat'es the conditions for continuing
and deepening
Canadian dependence.
It works this way. The Americans import increasing
amounts of Canadian resources, thus tending to create a
trade balance in Canada's favour. To offset this, the U.S.
government takes steps to augment the already existing
tendency of U.S. firms to export parts and components
to their Canadian
branch
plants. To deal with the
resulting sluggish growth in the manufacturing
sector of
the economy, Canadian
governments
turn to giant
resou rce-exploiting
projects
such as the MacKenzie
Valley
Gas Pipeline
andl the James
Bay Hydro
Development.
Dependence begets dependence.

/

All of this is very real in the seventies because the
mighty U.S. economy is no longer so mighty as it was in
the fifties and sixties, Now that the United States faces
serious competition
from western Europe and Japan, its
need to rationalize Canada's position within its empire
has been greatly increased. Today, it is in the over-ridingl
interest of American capitalism ~hat Canada increase its
twin role as supplier of resources and consumer, but not
producer, of manufactured
goods.

As manufacturing
dwindles and resource exploitation
expands, jobs will wither away. Building pipelines and
dams creates jobs in the short run but not in" the long
run. Only about 150 permanent jobs will result from the
operation
of the proposed
MacKenzie
Valley
Gas
Pipeline.
I
The massive amounts of capital, running into billions
and billions of dollars, required for these huge projeCts
will both starve other more job-creating
se«tors for
funds and lead to a flood of foreign capital enter,ing .
Canada. Foreign capital, by driving up the value of the
Canadian dollar! relative to the U.S. dollar and other
currencies will have two adverse effects: It will make it
more difficult for Canada to sell its traditional
exports
abroad and cheaper for Canadians to buy imported
goods rather than domestically-produced
goods. Both
ways jobs are .destroyed.
'
The energy produced .by these projects
i~ overwhelmingly
destined for U.S: markets, that being their.

rationale in the first place. Along with the resources,
most of the profits flow south as well, to the American,
shareholders.
And judging
from the' past, Canadian
governments
will continue to fail to get benefits for
Canadians by taxing resource company profits-even
though these win continue to skyrocket.
What it all adds up to is nothing less than the deindustrialization
of Canada.

Crisis

in the Public Sector
The retarded growth of this country's manufacturing
sector has comp~lIed the overdevelopment
of the service sector. Today Canada has the most over-extende'd
service sector of any of the industrialized
economies.
Much of the service sector growth has been created.
through expanding the number of jobs under govern- .
ment auspices. In effect, governments
have become
employers of last resort, attempting to take up the slack
the corporate sector is no longer able to generate the
jobs needed by an expanding labour'force.
But the use of this device to create1jobs imp6ses costs
on Canadians. As governments
spend more relative to
the size of the' commodity-producing
,sectors of the
economy, financed
in part by increasing
the money
supply, they contribute
to ~he escalating inflation.
.
Alternatively,
public sector jobs are financed by increasing taxes. In principle, taxes can be imposed either
on corporate
profits or on the the ,incomes of working
people. In fact, the last decade has seen a dramatic in- '
crease in the share of tax revenues ra'ised frof\l working'l
people and a dramatic decrease in the share coming
from corporate pr,ofits. This is true both at the federal
and provincial
levels of government.
At- the same time, governments
try to limit the
pressure for rising expenditur~,
not by cutting
back
. subsidJes to the corporations,
but by wage controls on
government
employees. ,The latter are left with little
choice but to strike and risk the brunt of repressive
legislation.
'
The resolution
of this di.lemma
lies, in the {mp~ementation
of a bold· new industrial
strategy
!for
Canada. This means expanding the p'roductive base oft
the economy. It means 'appropriating
the surpluses in·
. the resource sector that now accrue as super-prbfits
to
foreign shareholders
for the Canadian people through
public ownership.
.
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Dreaming
the American Dream
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The U.S. corporate takeover of our economy'has made,
Canada into a dependent country .. ln the same way our
culturaUnstitutions
and social values are threatened
by
a spreading of American ways of thinking. Canadians are
being taught to disregard
the loss of our country by
being
saturated
with
U.S. television
programmes,
magazines, movies and books.
We are being pushed into seeing the world through
American eyes and judging it by American standards.
Canadians cannot use the most popular media to talk to
each other about our country, our experiences,
our
hopes. Instead we are being talked at by Americans. In
effect this makes us strangers even in our own country.
We are made to feel that what happens in Canada is not
important and,that the U.S. is where the action is.
•
The takeover of our country spills over into all aspects
of our lives. During the day we work for U.S. corporations,
in the evenings we watch U.S. television
program meso
Ganadian businessmen
who own hockey teams and
'football teams are just like their industrial
partners in
selling out to the U.S. American football in Canada and
the expansion
of hockey into the U.S, are good for
business. Who cares about the .jmpact· on Canadian
sports?
. ,
Ou r ed licationa I system is not geared' to developing
our creative abilities
and talents to best serve our
society. lnstead schools are used primarily to' create a
. work force' made-to-order
for the corporations.
The,
system is used to 'instill American values through the use
of U.S. methods and materials. In the universities
a very
high proportion
of the teaching
staff are actually
American citizens.
rhe special priv.ileges to Time and Readers Digest
must be ended. Canadian content on T.V. and radio must
be made a' reality; with emphasis on quality as well as a
higher propoTtioh of programming
time. Puqlishing
of
Canadian books, newspapers and niag9zines: aided by
lower paper prices and mailing costs, must. be expanded.
Otherwise,
Canadian
publishing
will become only a
memory
after the invasion
of giant American
corporations
like McGraw-Hili,
which wiped out Ryerson
Press after more than a century asa Canadian publisher.
We have to recognize that the first steps to recovery of
OlJr culturafindependeoce,
must be made'through
control of the institutions,
the media and the systems of
distributing
magazines and books. These must be made
to s~.r.ve Canadian society so that we can begin to control
.'
our own lives.
I

•

Housing
and,
Transportation
\

The concentration
of Canada's
manufacturing
industries in a narrow strip between Windsor and Montreal, and the development
of a few large population
centres elsewhere, has greatly contributed
to high land
prices. This concentration
has increased travel time to "and from work, and has led to the disastrous reduction in
prime farm land.
.
.In our large cities, hous~s are now out of rea,c~ of
ninety percent of the population who do not alre1ady own
a house. Many young falJ1ilies have been forced to give up
the hope of owning their own home. Others have been
able to' buy a house only under very adverse cir.cumstances, and often it turns out to be in substandard
condition.
Last year, eighteen
percent of ,new fullydetached housing built in Canada were mobile homes.
Many other people have only been able to afford homes
that Were up to fifty m il.es from their work place.

. This i\. a disgrace In a country as large' and as un·
derpopulated
as Ganada. Exorbitantly
high land prices
are one of the main culprits
of high house prices.
Speculators hav~ pushed land and Fiousing prices out of
sight and in the process have amassed fortunes.
'
Profits on land speiculation should be taxed at 100
percent.
But speculation
is (;)nly part of' the problem.
High
population derisity in a 'few areas greatly cOl1tKibute,s to
pressure on I~nd and land' prices., A (_new, industrial
strategy which'redirects
new growth in jobs, and thus in
hQusing, to underdeveloped
are~s in Canada js a
necessity if owning
a horne is again to become a
, possibility for working Canadians.
. Even this is not enough. Most of the new housing .•
starts at present are for upper income Canadians. ThfS-is
where most of the profits are made by developers and
financiers.' .
We must build houses that working people can afford.
" To do this, we need ,a publicly owned housing in~ustry
that wi11build decent houses and make them available at
cost. Massive public land banking must be carried out to
keep land prices down.

The second major hardship produced by concentration
of , population
is the increasing
length of time that
working people must spend in their' cars fighting traffic,
or,on the bus in their way to and from wqrk. The pains of
workers
to shorten
the working
day through
long
stru.ggles are easily lost in this fashion.
,
Directing
new growth to smaller centres and less
populated areas must be the basis for improving transportation
for Canadians.
Greatly improved public transportation
facilities are
needed as well. Only with the introduction
of adequate
public transportation
systems can the wasteful
and
expensive overuse of the automobile be ended. Existing
urban areas can, be better served th'cm they are at
present. New \ housing areas should be developed
in
. conjunction
with public t'ransportation
networks.

Agriculture
and the Family FarmThe unplanned expansion of urban areas is pushing
many farmers off prime agricultural
land. Smaller farmers are unable to cope with rising costs and the
competition
from large corporations.
The squeeze on many
farmers
is leading to , the
destruction
of many rural communities.
The family
farmer is caught between the, scissors of tr~ farm implement corporations
on the one hand and the huge
,packing,processing
and produce corporations
on' the
other. The farm implement
corporations
squeeie the
most out of the farmers by their monopolistic prices; the
food processing
and marReting
companies
pay the
farmer the lowest possible price while charging
the
consumer all the traffic will bear':
Many people who would prefer to remain in rural
areas, and whose activity there Would be 'beneficial to
our economy, are being pushed into urban areas where
, they face serious, problems
of unemployment
and
poverty.
.
In addition,
the
grow'ing
corporate"
control'
of
agriculture
is 'raising c9sts of food for consumers and
worsening conditions of work in agriculture.
Only with effective
regional
planning 'and decentralization
can these problems be dealt with.
In calling for price controls on,. tood, working people
realize that it is not the farmer who is responsible for the
escalating cost of meat, bread or milk. Such a demand is
not meant to lower the income to the'family farm. out to
. curb the profits of the large companies._
.Both working p'eople and sm.all farmers have a common interest in gaining public ownership and control of
our energy resource
industriep
and car and truck
manufacturing.,'
.

Th~ business
elite of Canada will change course,
towards a policy of Canadian economic independence
through
a new
industrial
strategy.,
Canadian
businessmen have sold this country tOiheir U.S. seniors
for a price. As junior partners they cbotinu'e to grow,
richer while' most Canadians
suffer a decline in pur-

chasing power. Their political parties-the
Liberals and
the COh~ervatives-the
parties'of the oil compapies, the
U.S. manufacturing.
corporations
and the Canadian
banks-express
their political interests. These interests
. are linked to continentalism~to
the U.S. domination of
Canada~' If is the large U.S. and Canadian corporations
who call the shots in the Liberal and Conservative
parties . .;
.
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The NDP

I-eft Wing
of Continentalism
The cas~ of the NDP is somewhat different. The NDP
leadership claimS- to represent
the' ~orking
people of
Canada, and it is a party whose membership
is made up
mainly of working people. But the general membership of
the NDP does not cOntrol the party; it is the top leaders
of American
unions in Canadar which now sLipply a
. substa'ntial f:Jart ofthe NDP's funds, who exert ultimate
'control in the party's councils. These leaders, who now·
cpntrol any NDP convention by manipulatrng the union's
official gelegates to such conventions,
hold the real
power.
J
These were the'few top labour leaders who decided on
and executed the expulsion of the Waffle from the Ontari.o NDP. They did this to curb the movement for in-
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between the three parties on the need and the strategy
for solving Canada's central
problem-the
U.S.
domination of our country.

The Need
fora
New Party
Only the working people of Canada can free this
country from U.S. control. .
The working people 'of Canada-all
who work for
private or public employers in non-managerial positions
in primary industry, in communications, and the service
sector-constitute
the great majority of our population.
Only the working class can and will fight for anew
industrial strategy to make Canada il\ldependent, to
make'Canada a country run 9Y its peopie for the benefit
of the people-an independent Socialist Canada.
Since the country's major: political parties have failed
to give voice to the need for a new industrial strategy,
new political institl:ltions will arise to fill the vacuum in
Canadian politics. The Ontario Waffle Movement for an
Independent Socialist Canada is one of the new institutions created, by working people to fill that vacuum.
Our aim is to help to develop and win a new industrial
strategy for Canada.
The Waffle has a five year history of organizing for
Canadian 'independence
thrpugh socialism and of
supporting workers in their, day-to-day struggles.
1'0 1969 it issued its Manifesto "For an Independent
Socialist Canada". It has mobilized' public support
against the ~ell-out of our resources, and in defence of
jobs in the auto industry. Wafflers havewaiked on many
picket lines.
.
The Waffle was born within the NDP, but its com- '
mitment to nationalism and to socialism was unacceptable to the leadership of that party. Since 1972, the
Waffle has been an independent political grouping. As, it
grows in strength, it is moving towards becoming a full
poli,tical pa,rty.
'
I

dependence and socialism in the NDP and ,as a threat to
militants in their own un,ions who might follow the
Waffle's example in challenging the estab'lished
leadership:
'
The NDP kept the Liberals in power during a ~peri~d
when there was the fastest eroslonof living stan,dards-.,
since the 1930's. NDP governments in B.C.,Saskatchewan and 'Manitoba ha,ve done. little or nothing to
counter the stranglehold .of U~S.corporations over their
.
.
\
respective economies.
'
In spite of the many progressive workers in the ND'P
who still hope that it can be cha,nged into a true workers'
party, the NDP" is in practice the left wing of con=
tihentalisrn. This is true in the country as a who,le as it'is
in the trade unions.
In spite, of the' rhetoric sometimes heard from Jhe
business community, the NDPis nbt a socialist party. It
does not demand public ownership of key sectors of the
economy, suCh as the resource industries, but continues
to imagine that giant corporations like !=xxon can be
made to act. in the, p'ublic interest by taxation and
regulation.
"
Having kept the Trudeau government in' office since
the last election, DalJid Lewis is on record as saying the
NDP is even willing to enter i;l coalition with the Conservatives.
It is a sad fact that the continentalists defeated the
nationali~t wing.in ,;311 three major parties. The last year
has proven that there is no basic differeoce in _policy
'

.

\
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A New Industrial Strategy through ~ublic Ownership
The first principle in a new industrial strategy must be
the development of.a new energy policy. This must be a
strategy to aev'elop Canadian energy resources in
response to Canadian nee~dsand not- for export.
The adoption of a self-sufficiency approach in energy
would ensure Canadians with energy at the lowest
possible cost It would eliminate the need to import
foreign capital for energy development.
A self-sufficiency model for energy would acton the
following basis:
'
• The immediate construction of an all-Canadian oil
.pipeline fromweste'rn Ca.nadato Montreal, capable
of carrying sufficient crude to eliminate imports of
higher-priced overseas oil into easte'rn Canada.
• Exploration of east coast offshore fields to provide
, eastern Canada with crude oil and natural gas from
this region.

Increase
real incornes'
Prices have risen ten percent 'in the past
year-and there is no end in sight.
Prices' have risen more than wages. The
purchasing power of the" take home pay of the
great majority of Canadians has fal.len.
Food costs have risen 20 percent. The,cost of a
house has ~scalated out, of the reach of, 90
percent of younger people.
But the profits of corporations have sqared.
Profits increased by 40 percent in 1973 clAd in
1974 they are brea~ing all previous records.
'_ The/working people of Canada must del)lland
immed,iate, price, controls 0[1 food, clothing and
shelter,without wag~ ,controls. '
They must insist on their right to strike to stop
the continuing ~rosion of th~ir incomes. Contracts must be re_-opened and new contracts
must be limited to on.e year. ,~ ,
There must be a federally-owned public
hou~ing industry that eliminates the. exorbitant
profits of the speculators and, developers and'
provides homes for purchase and'rent at co~t.
The real incomes' . of. the least well-to;.do·
Canadians must be protected by ,r.aising the
minimum wage to $4.00 an hour and the old-age
pension to $40Q a.'month.
,:,~.'
,! .
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Can,adian.' i I
and so Ii
Canada cannot' b e
country unless ·the va jo
working people of Ca, tt
nation's future. Cana t
been 'only too happy t ' Ol
to American corporati
We cannot rely on t to
dependence ..The peopl a
on themselves.
No political party. C h
simply pu.tting it fOfiW n
_'paign.Only when Can s,
, for this goal can' it be VI
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replace private foreign rsl
public ownership c~n rE
people of Canada.

Real equality
for· women

~

p~ndence
t
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e an independent
3. jority of people, the
3 \ ta ke .control of the
la businessmen have
to our c,ountry's future
ti
t to win Canadian inpi .'anada can only rely
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~hieve t8is goal by
'W In an election camn8 5, together, struggle
I~ eved.
.
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rship,with Canadian
~fi1 Ure control by the
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Women suffer double exploitation-at
work
and at home.
More and more women are working because
they have to keep up their' family's standard- of
living. One quarter of all women who work are
the sole support of their families.
.
-'
But women are excluded from certain areas of
work and end up concentrated in the serVice'
sector. They constitute a separate work force,
and aref~ystematically made unequa"t through'
lower >'V/'ages, discriminatory
hirln,gand
promoh(!)rl, "special" job categories and the 'Use
of p~rt timeand temporary status. When they do'
the· same work as men they get lower pay and
fewer benefits~
.
. A new ifJdustrial strategy will create,more jobs
for both m~n and women. Women must be paid
,the ~ame as men and they must have the same'
access to better paying jobs. .
.Women must be able to ex~and their role in
society' outside the home without being doubly
,burdened..This can only be done by providing

J

l

I

high quality child care facilities through the
, extension. of the school system. Mate~riity leave
-with _;full pay and benefits should also be
available for a period up to three -months.. '
•
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• The phasing out of all oil and natural gas exports to
the United States.
.
• The gradual development of the Alberta oil sands
for Canadian needs with no undertakings to export·
oil sands production.
• A moratorium on the builoing of a Mackenzie Valley
natural gas pipeline an.da refusal to undertake any
additional natural gas exports ..
But simply setting out the self-sufficiency approach is
not adequate. Of crucial importance is the question of
who is to preside over the implementation of a new
l:)n'ergy strategy for Canada. The foreign-owned oil
companies have acted as private governments, making
decisions on the development of Canada's energy
resources in response· to continental rather than
Canadian need. They have presided over the export of
much of Canada's low cost oil and gas. Their activities
have enhanced American rather than' Canadian industrial development. They have produced handsome
profits for their foreign owners that now exceed the
amount of new foreign capital flowing into Canada for
energy development. .
.
With their long record of acting against the interests of
the Canadian people, th'e oil companies can have no part
of a new strategy .for Canada. A crucial principle in a·new
./
strategy must be Icomplete. public ownership of the
nation's energy resource industries. Only public
ownership will ensure the pursuit of a strategy in the
interest of the majority of Canadians.

:Public Ownership"- How?
If public ownership is needed how should it be
achieved?
Two key factors should determine the level of compensation to be p~id to ttie~ oil comp'anies in bringing
them under public ownership. First, the oil resources
over which they preside are already publicly owned.
.Ul)der the British North·America Act; resources are part
of the public domain: They can be leased to private
corporations, but their ownership. can never· be
alienated. J6 pay compensation for the estimated worth
.of the resources would be absurd,
since the
"
-. resources.
alread~ belong to the people.
.....
. What about compensation for the investments undertaken by.the oil companies to develop the resource?
;The largest single source of investment capital for the oil
,companies comes from the tax write:offs they enjoy, For
the past fifteen years the public, through foregone taxes,
has been putting up twice as much development capital
~s have the foreign owners_ of the oil companies. And
while the foreign-owners have been taking a dividend out
of Canada larger than the provision of foreign capital, the·
public has not received a nickel for its huge investment. .
'. The fact is that the Canadian people have already paid
full compensation 1.0 the oil companies and their foreig'n
Qwners do not deserve a penny ·more.
-But while paying ·corri.perisation to' the foreign' oil

,.

.'

companies would amount to double compensation, that
is not the case with the individual shareholders who
have investments in..tre oil industry. These il')dividual
investors, w.ho hold a small portion of the .ownership of
the oil companies, should be compensated immediately
and in full whery public ownership is implemented ..

A Self-sufficiency Model
for. Resources
'" and Manufacturing
The goal of publicly owned energy industries pursuing
a strategy of C~nadian energy self-sufficiency makes
sense only as an element in a new industrial strategy.
Phasing out exports of energy resources would cr¢ate
the opportunity to develop manufacturing industries.
Ending energy exports means reserving Canada's lowest
cost energy resources for domestic use to provide a
comparative advantage for Canadian "industry. In addition, eliminating the outflow of dividends and profits to
foreign owners would maximize the availability of
development capital for Canadian industry. The adoption
of ~he self-sufficiency model means that caphal can be
used for industrial development in Canada, not siph~ned
off into projects for resource exports.
A new industrial strategy should involve reducing
Canada's imports of finished products to provide a new
domestic market for the nation's manufacturing output.
If Canada set as a goal for this decade the lowering of
Canadian per capita imports of manufactured goods to
the American per capita level of imports, a new an~al
market of more than eight billion dollars would be
availqb,le to Canadian industry. Supplying this market
. would !=reate enough new jobs in manUfacturing and in
related service industry development to eliminate . il
unemployment in Canada.
.
.
\I
. Public ownership of Canada's oil industry can only be ,e
achieved 'if the country is determined to ..embark on a
broad. new industrial strategy at the' same time.
Canada's trai.ned manpower, extensive and varied.'
resources, and potential for manufacturing are· such that
the country is capable of achieving ·full economic independence from the United States. Only' such a new,:
strategy, geared to ending Canada's industrial dependence on the United States, would guarantee success in r
the face of likely American attempts to retaliate against·
Canada's nationalization of the oil industry.
'
Highest priority would go to the,development of tbe
nation's skilied manpower to provide a new source of
technology. In addition, large -'investmen~swould
be\.l
netrded to create an independent machinery industry to
provide Canada with the equipment neeqed for·a full
industrial econpmy. Furthermore, such a strategy would
necessitate the willingness of Canada to creat~ an allCanadian auto industry under plJblic ownership, geared
to producing for the Canadian market.
Another key element in a newind~strial strategy mo.~t
be the decentralization of the location of manufacturing
industries. .At present 80 percent of Canada's

manufacturing
is located in a narrow band of central
Canada stretching
from Windsor to Montreal.
Ending
Canada's role as a resource hinterland can only occur if
substantial
industrialization
is undertaken
in the
country's primary producing regions. Western Canada,
northern
Ontario,
eastern
Quebec and the Atlantic
provincesmust
be the priority regions for the location of
new manufacturing.
A key gpal in a new industrial strategy must also be the
elimination of wasteful production.
In our present social
system, goods are produced because they are profitable,
not because they meet human needs. This leads to the
squandering
of material resources and human labour.

A New Industrial-Strategy
and a Sociallst Soc!ety

I

Why should we. Canadians
embark on such bold
departures
in our energy and ,industrial
strategy?
We should be because we must if we are to avoid being
prisoners in an American economic machine, during a
decade of gigantic struggle for power among the great
industrial nations. The energy crisis is a product of that
struggle.
In the coming
world
economic
upheaval,
Canada will be defenceless as the northern frontier of an
American empire that is itself in serious economic difficulty.

We should because a new energy and industrial
stra'tegy Can mean that for the first time the people on
the northern half of this continent can make their own
history, and can become full, creative human beings, in a.
self-determining
society.
We should, because to take such a step means
barking on a course that win lead to a new socialist party
in Canada based on equality of the human condition; in '
which exploitation
of people for private.
profitn'is
,eliminated.
·ju·:'
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WAGES

tkicl_ Com9c>o/1t)

January 1970 $123.09
January 1974 $166.78 (PrelIm.)
INCREAsED 35.5'f1 '

January 1970-128.2
January 1974-,-~57.6
.INCREASED 22.9%

,
Inflation
was the immediate, issue that killed the>
Trudeau minority government
and forced the calling of
the election. '
Inflation has given "the free enterprise"system
its \
biggest jolt since the Great Depression of the 1930's. For
years, satisfied
politiCians
assured the hard-working
citizen that the system w'as working, that economic
growth under the directiorr of the big corporations
was
yielding a rising standard of living for everybody. They, .
have not known' quite What to say-much
less to dowhen by 1973 and,1974
the system meant a falling.'
standard of living for everyone except a few at the top ..
Canada's
inflation
occurs' within
an international
economic
system that, though
dominated
by huge
American corporation's
backed by the U.S. government,
.
is increasingly
under strain.
. Inflation is a 'by-product of monopolistic
rivalry on an
international
scale. Instead of many small companies
competing and driving prices down, a small number of
giant corporations
set prices. Their competitio.n
by
a wastefu I sales .promotion,
increase
prices. They
squeeze wages to keep costs down and profits up.
; The system is a kind ot--economic warfare among the
companies
operating
globally
and backed by their
respective governments.
It is also warfare between the
companies· and workers
within
each GountryJ The
- "warfare"
however, must b'e kept within limits so as to.
minimize <In.undesired side-effect like ~un away or "two,
digit" inflation.
Stability, is most likely when one country and its
cOl]1panies dominate
the system. For two decades
following World War II, the U.S. was in a position of
undisputed leadership. The system w.orked, though with'
steady and slow inflation.
But eventually Western Europe and -Japan recovered,
while at the same time the U.S. saPRed its economy in
the costly War in Vietnam .

The "war" began in the form of an attack on the overvalued U.S. dollar. The opening skirmishes created'
sufficient turmoil that in August 1971 Richard Nixon
announced his New Economic Policy. That was
s'imultaneouslyan admission of the U.S. dollar weakness
and a clear statement that the U.S. intended to fight to
protect its interests at home and abroad.
The sniping back and forth in the money markets in
turn induced hysteria' in commodity markets as even
"respectable" corporations scurried to secure their
investments in something solid. The inflationary spiral
took off, and broke through into the double-digit level.
The giant oil companies, mostly l,).S.-l;Jased,weighed in
with their fabricated "energy crisis". The result was the
"oil price revolution" of 1973, the full inflationary effects
of which have yet to' work their way through the, system.
The case of oil makes it clear why i'ilflation is taking
place and why little is done to stop it. Those whbhave
power are maintaining
and ,strengthening
their
position-and 'the inflation works to their profit advantage. For ,other Canadian resources as well, prices
are not set by Canadian costs and Canadifln needs. They
are set by the needs of the U.S. economy and the
determination of U.S. corporations in Canada to sell our
resources in tll,e highest markets.
In addition, Canada's dependent status exte'nds as
, well, into AmeriCan corporate control in manufacturing.
With the U.S.dollar under pressure it pays for the U.S. to
export \flore, and import less, of manUfactur~d goods.
That terds to de-industrialize Canada.
'
Under these circumstances, the politicians know that
if they want t9 be re-elected they have to take up the
slack by creqting jobs. That' means more government
spen,ding which has, in turn, to be financed by raising
taxes or printing money.
When an election may! be around the corner at any
time, as it has been in the minority goyernment situation
in Ottawa, the choice'will be to run the printing presses.
While t,his momentarily keeps the wolves from the door
so far as unemployment is Concerned, it cannot heip but
worsen the ipflationary spiral. Th,is is Cflused when there
is not enof'sh real wealth being created· in the country in
the forrr~ \f goods produced to match money in circulation.
I
L'
Thethrl l main political parties do not have policies
that effec iely ,deal with inflation. They tend to see it as
a probl~
that emanates from abroad and for that
reason is beyond their control.
,j'
The Liberals'response was to be found' in th'eir "antiprofiteering" bill,.wh,ich failed to define~xcess profits. It
left the impressi6n that they were not certain: 'that
profiteering was ,taking place. 'In their still-born budget
they did not include a single seriou~ step to stop in. flat ion.
The Conservatives, want to implement a temporary
wage-price freeze, in spite of the fact that this has been
tried in other countries. In the U.S. it was abandoned
because it did not work to ,stop price inflation. In practice, wage-price controls, to the extent they work at all,
tend to control wages better than prices. The result is to
redistribute income from labour (wages) to capital
( profits).

Th~ NOP deplores the present inflation but is in the
u~comfortable position of having been a part of the Llberal-NOP alliance which oversaw an unprecedented
spiral of the past year and a half.

Fighting Inflation
Under these circumstances, how can the vast majority
of Canadians who a~eworking people defend th.emselves
from ap inflation that is clearly not of their making?
To begin with,1:hey must reject the false argument thai I
they are in any sense responsible for it. The one-third of
the labour force which is in unions must refuse the
gratuitous advice to "moderate their demands".
Workers have achieved their present standard of I
living, not from the charity of employers, but because of
their willingness to organize into uniohs and to demand
higher wages. Hard-won gains are ~ow being wiped out
by inflation. Unions must respond by becoming more
militant.
A first line of defence is to demand the re-opening of C
contracts for irJ)medipte gains'in higher wages and t
benefits. '
"
5
At the same time, as the organized part o~ the labour'
force trade unionists must articulate demands ~n behalfs
of all working people-those who, are unorganized and r
particularly those who are low incom,e earners-and of f
pensioners.
"
I
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The: working people of CanacYclmust organize their, s
force~ through the trade union mo·vement and new
political institutions to demand;
.
\"
R

i

• Immediate Price Controls-on,
shelter .

food, clothing and

~I

• This to be achieved without wage controls
• A federally owned public housing industry--"':to build
. homes for I?urchase and rent at reasonable prices
- (Ie'ss that 20 percent of take home p~y)
• Public ownersh ip of the oil and gas industry to. roll
back the cost of energy for Canadians.
,;(
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As additional measures to raise real incomes for working 2
people we must demand:
'i'·
~
/.(~.

I

• $4.00 minimum wage. This would be of particular
benefit to women, immigrants and unorganized
workers.
• A 30-hour work week; without extending the 8-hour
day
• A minimum $4000 per month pension, paid twice
monthly
• Tax exemptions on all personal incomes unde~
$5000 for single persons and $10,000 for a married
couple
~

For. a Labour Bill of Rights
Outlaw Strikebrea'king, Compulsory
Anti-labour Court Injunctions.

Arbitration
,-'

and

/

During the past year, the number of jobless Canadians
continued to increase, while inflation and taxes cut into
the wages of working people. The increasing number of
strikes reflect the growing rank and file militancy.
But in most cases the rank a-nd file has not received
strong militant support from their leadership. Opportunities for the working class to struggle as a united
force against the drive
the corporations to gouge them
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, , have so far been missed. This was pa'rticuiarly/true in the
strike of the railway workers last summer.'
,
But now hew opportunities are opening up everyday.
Recent action by. hospital' and postal worker~ have
shown that rank and file Canadians know how to use
their' initiative to reopen contracts, to strike in defiance
of attempts to deny them that right and to win important
gains thnough united action.
To enable labour to fight. inflation and lowered living
standards, working Canadians should demand:
1. The reopening of all contracts immediately-with
a
minimum substantial increase of 30 percent to all
working peop.Je,and limiting new contracts to one year.
2. The abolition of anti-labour injunctions, compulsory
arbitration, strike-breaking, and police support of strikebreakers. Struck plants should be shut down.

3. The right of all workers to organize, backed up by the
elimination of present legislation which frustrates union
organizing, and by a whole:hearted commitment by the
labour movement to organize the unorganized.

For Real Equality
of Women
In our society women suffer doJble exploitation-at
work and at home.
Growing numbers of women have entered the work
force permanently .. The greatest increase has been
among married women. One quarter of all women
working are the sole support' of their families. Women
'are working, not o'ut of boredom, but necessity-to,keep
up the family's standard of living.
.
But, women are excluded from certain areas of work
and elJd up concen.!rated in the service s,ector. They tend
to constitute a separate work force. The type of work
they de-service,
clerical and sales' work-lis ,an extension of the role of women in the home. In addition to
maintaining the home for the male work force and
. raising a new generation of workers, they now tend to
perform a service· role rn the economy. This female part
of the work force gets lower pay and fewer benefits thall
the working, class as a whole.
Those women in the predominantly male' work force
constitute,a lower stratum, They qre systerriati~ally made
unequal th.rough lower wages, discriminatory hiring and
promotion, 'special' job categories and th'e-use 'of parttime and temporary status. Women earn under 50
percent of the wages of their male counterparts, except
in the professional and technical category where, as
teachers or nurses, they· form a large p'art of this
category (65 percent of men's wages) and in the clerical
category (65 percent 01 men's wages) where they
predominate. In sales; they receive only 38 perc~nt of the
wages paid to men.
In addition, women tend to be concentratec,l in the
puplic sector as teachers, health workers and government workers. As public service workers, they are
subject to the most oppressive labour legislation such as'
prohibitions or limitations on'the right to strike. To make
)
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matters worse, the traditional division between workers
in'the public and private sector is reinforced by the
concentration of women in the public sector.
Why Women Need
A New Industrial Strategy
This ':;eparatenes's' and discrimination against women
in the work force has meant the exclusion of women from
large sectors of the economy, particularly in heavy and
medium industry and transportation. During the second
world war women proved that they could do any kind of
work in any sector when the need for their labour was
there.
While women should never be discouraged from
fighting for these jobs now, a shrinking manufacturing
sector and a high rate of unemployment makes it an
almost impossible task. Many men also see it as a threat
to their jobs. What is a division between men and women
workers could become a battle from which only the
corporations would profit.
What we need is a new industrial strategy for Canada
based on on an extended manufacturing sector. If, in
addition, a 30 hour week were instituted, a larger work
force would be needed. This would mean many new
opportunities for women in the trades and jobs from
which they have been excluded in the· past and which
traditionally, have paid higher wages. Expanding the
manufacturing sector w'ould serve the interests of both.
'rilale and female workers, providing job security for the
'One and job openings for the other.

An Immediate Program
for Women's Rights
: There are iriimediate and urge.(lt stru&gles to be waged
- for:
, .universal 'public day care centres, conceived as an
'. extension to lower ages of the public school system;
.The repeal of present abortion laws;
-we believe that it is a fundamental right that women
should have control ov'er their bodies;
-~bortion
should be available on request to all
, women; all laws relating to abortion should be removed
from the Criminal Code; abortion should become a
. personal matter decided by the woman in consultation
. with her physician;
-we'support
the establishment of special abortion
: facilities all over Canada so 'that every Woman has
abortion facilities available at no cost;

.the increased availability of birth control informatior.
and techniques;
.maternity leave with full pay and benefits for a period,
of upto three months. Such maternity leave to include a
guarantee of job security and no jeopardy to promotion;
.equal pay for work of equal value;
.abolition
of all discrimination
in hiring, firing,
promotion or pay-raises;
.equal status for women in marriage and divorce laws;
abolition of sex-ster.eotyping in schools and the media;
.substantial assistance to single parents with children.
,This is the essential precondition for change. But the
fight against discrimination would still have to be waged
until women stand alongside men in large numbers as
miners, truck drivers and mechanics, toolmakers, crane
operators,
Women and men workers must join forces to d1emand
real equality for women in the work force.
Women are equally exploited on the home front. The
age-old exploitation of women by.their husbands is only
now beginning to be challenged by the movement for
women;s liberation. The' -fight for an independ'ent
socialist Canada cannot
won wit~'Out men and women
joining forces as equals in the great struggle to build a
. new society, Women must receive support from their
husbands in their efforts to become active as women and
as workers in their unions and in political action.

be

Quebec Workers
,
Set an Example
The working people'of Quebec have set an example for
all Canadian workers in the forceful de'mands of th,eir
trade unions for the large·scale re-opening of contracts
to stop further erosion of their incomes. In this, as in
other labour actions, Quebec workers have s~own a I
cfe,~~rminationto advance theirsocial and natJonal well- ~
being.,
.
.
..
(
Increasingly the struggle for nationaL surVival In
QJebec has merged with these working class demands, [
ana has identified the main enemy df the Quebec people.,
as 'the American corporations..
" ~~
Just as we demand the right of Canada to be free from
U.S. domination, ,so we recognize the right of the
Quebecois to be full master in their own house.'
,
~
We hope that by furthering the struggle for in.~
dependence and socialism in English Canada, we will
,1create the possibilitY,of forging a bhnationa.l alliance With~
the working people of Quebec to build a radically ne
Canada free from oppression from within and without

The Rights of.
Native People
No group in our society has been so exploited and
maltreated as the original inhabitants of this. countrythe Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples.
. Rather than moving to correct this situation, the
federal government is attempting to destroy their final
right-the
right to use their .Iand as they see fit. In this
the federal government facilitates giant resource
developments like the MacKenzie Valley Gas Pipeline
and the James Bay Hydro Development, which serve no
purposes other than those of the American corporations.
We fully ,support the native people of the Northwest
Territories in their demand that there· be no further
consideration of the MacKenzie Valley Gas Pipeline until
there has been a I,andsettlement acceptable to them. We
offer our support in English Canada to those Quebecois,
native and non-native, who are demanding a stop to the
James Bay Hydro Development until there has been a
settlerrrent acceptable to the Cree Indians and the Inuit
of northern Quebec.
We call for the ending of all discrimination in employment, education and housing against native people.
We believe that effect must be given to the principle that
the native people have that amount of autonomy that
th,ey need to maintain and determine their way oylife.

The Road to
'an Independent
Socialist Canada
How can Canadian working people stop inflation? How
can they stop de-Jndustrialization and the sell-out of
Canada to the U.S. corporations? By what means'are .
Canadians to take control of their own country?
1
The politicians-whether
Liberai, Conservative or'New
;, Democrat-make it sound very easy. "All you have to. do
e is elect usand we'll do the rest", they tell you at election
time.
.
Workitlg people know better. They know from exe
perience that they have never won anything without a
struggle. That is how even moderate reforms Iike.the 40II hour week, old age pen~ions, the minimum wage, public
, education, unemployment and health insurance, have been won.
'
~
Let on.one doubt how tough the strliggle wil', be to win
a new industrial strategy, to serve Canada and its
people, against the fierce opposition of U.S.' and
Canadian corporations.
" .
In recent actions, working people have shown once
again that they have pwer when it they act. together.
Teathers in Ontario, hospital and postal workers,and
many others havesho'wn that they understand that they
must win their own. battles.
.'
As socialists, we recognize that, while working people
must press· for better legislation, they cannot win simply
throUgh legislation. To win requires working people's
action for working class goals. Election campaigns can

help advance the struggle, but only if they are an integral
part of the broader struggle.
I
II') spite of the continentalism of all three major parties,
the movement for Canadian indepenqence is underway
and growing. A mosf heartening development is the
increasing extent to which Canadian nationalist sen·
timent is manifesting itself with-in the Canadian trade
union movement. As the United States moves to
aggressive policies of economic nationalism, Canadian
membership in international unions---:which are really
American unions operating in Canada-becomes
indefensible. As Canadian workers struggle to create
independent Canadian unions, they will also facilitate
the building of a militant labour movement.
In the largest sense, the movemnet f9r an independent
socialist Canada unites those who start from Canadian
independence as thier objective and those whose main
goal initially is the building of a new society free from
corporate exploitation,
Canadian ,independence
is .impossible without
,socialism, Without large scale ,public ownership and
control by working people as the positive alternative to
the multinational corporation, Socialism in Canada is
likewise impossible without independence, w,ithou't the
right to decide the kind of society Canadians wish to
build.
.
,
For Canadians, the struggle for independence and the
great historic ideal of socialism merge in the move'ment
for an independent and socialist Canada. The Waffle is
the largest organized expression of that movement to
date.

Waffle Candidates
" in this Election
The Ontario Waffle is running candidates in this
election as a way of presenti'ng an alternative industrial
strategy for Canada. We recognize that, atthis stage, our
contribution is a modest one, because our numbers are "
limited.
But we are encouraged by, the increasing support
which our call for independence is receiving from
Canadians who desparately want thi,s country to survive.
We are heartened by the increasing evidence that rankand-file workers are militantly resisting their heightened
exploitation by the corporations. We are encouraged by
the demand for an independent Canadian labour
movement, a demand designed to defend their'interests
as Candian workers and to be free to co-operate with
workers in all other countries.
We ask for your vote in the ridings where we are
running, and for your active support everywhere,' as part
of the building of the movement for an independent
socialist'Cpnada.
.
The Waffle is here to stay as a political party. We .
believe that we offer the Canadain electorat~ a real
choice, If you too believe in what we stand for, join us in
the Ontario Waffle Movement for an Independent
Socialist Canada.

VOTE
'-.

WAFFL

